In this paper, two new cluster analysis methods based on glowworm swarm optimization (GSO) 
K-means clustering
The K-means clustering method is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms for solving the well-known clustering problem. The goal is to divide the data points in a data set into K -clusters fixed a priori such that some metric relative to the centroids of the clusters (called the fitness function) is minimized. The algorithm consists of two stages: an initial stage and an iterative stage. The initial stage involves defining K initial centroids, one for each cluster. These centroids must be selected carefully because of differing initial centroids causes differing results. One policy for selecting the initial centroids is to place them as far as possible from each other. The second, iterative stage repeats the assignment of each data point to the nearest centroid and K new centroids are recalculated according to the new assignments. This iteration stops when a certain criterion is met, for example, when there is no further change in the assignment of the data points. Given a set of n data samples, suppose that we want to classify the data into k groups, the algorithm aims to minimize a fitness function, such as a squared error function defined as: clustering algorithm is summarized in the following steps [7] :
Step 1. Place K points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered. These points represent the initial group centroids.
Step 2. Assign each object to the group that has the closest centroid.
Step 3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k centroids.
Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until a certain criterion is met, such as the centroids no longer moving or a preset number of iterations have been performed. This results in the separation of objects into groups for which the score of the fitness function is minimized.
Glowworm swarm optimization
It is necessary to introduce GSO with optimizing multi-modal functions, as it is helpful to understand the working principle of the algorithm. When using GSO optimizing multi-modal functions,
are initially randomly deployed in the objective function space. Each agent in the swarm decides its direction of movement by the strength of the signal picked up from its neighbours. This is similar to the luciferin induced glow of a glowworm which is used to attract mates or prey in nature. The brighter the glow, the more is the attraction. Therefore, the authors use the glowworm metaphor to represent the underlying principles of the GSO algorithm.
GSO algorithm to optimize the multi-modal function include 5 major steps: 1) According to the , s is the moving step; 5)
According to the formula (5) update the radius of the dynamic decision domain. A full parameters analysis is found in Krishnanand and Ghose (2008b) , show that the choice of these parameters has some influence on the performance of the algorithm. In terms of the total number of peaks captured, they suggest the parameter selection as shown in Table 1 . Thus, only n and s r need to be selected. These parameters value brings more convenience to people to apply the GSO algorithm. 
GSO clustering
The previous section we have brief introduced the GSO algorithm, the GSO clustering algorithm will be proposed in this section, abbreviation GSOCA.
One of the most important components of a clustering algorithm is the measure of similarity used to determine how close two patterns are to one another. In this paper, we use the local space relative density to reflect the local data similarity. The local space relative density and its related definitions in GSO clustering algorithm were defined as follows:
, the local space relative density is calculated by the formulate (6):
Where r is a constants, ) , ( r X N is the data set containing in local space within r of X , ) , ( r X N is the size of that set, g num _ is the total numbers of data object. The bigger ) ( X d value, the more data object ) , , , ( 
the local space relative density of is X , ln() is the natural logarithm. The more X similarity with the data containing in its local space has more attraction.
GSO clustering process description
After above definitions, the GSO clustering process can be described as follows: each glowworm i represents a cluster data object, according to the formulate (5) calculate it's local space relative density , use the formulate (6) calculate its attraction, then encodes its current attraction value into a luciferin value by the formulate (1), and broadcasts the same within its neighbourhood; Within its dynamic decision domain range, select have a relatively higher luciferin value agent to constitute its neighbours;
According to the formula (2), glowworm i calculate moves toward neighbour j probability ) (t p ij ; According to probability select move objects moves toward it, update its location by the formulate (3); According to the formula (4) update the radius of the dynamic decision domain. Through repeatedly carries out the above process, and finally realize the data objects self-organization cluster. 
GSO clustering algorithm description
The GSO clustering algorithm (GSOCA) is proposed can be described as follows: Input cluster data object; Set maximum iteration number = max _ iter 
where x is the norm of x for each glowworm n is the threshold of the number of agents include in the neighbourhood set;  is the evaporation rate of luciferin ;  is the replacement rate of luciferin;  is the rate of change of the neighbourhood range.
Hybrids GSOCA with K-means clustering algorithm
The major advantage with the GSOCA is that it can realize data self-organizing segmentation clustering before input the number of clusters, and it can deal with the non-convexity data set. But there may have a few data object have not been assigned to a clusters after the algorithm terminate and the clustering speed is slow in term of deal with the large scale data sets. The K-means algorithm is simple and can process the large-scale data sets quickly, since the time complexity is ) (m O .But it restricted to data for which there is a notion of a center and the clustering result is relatively low accuracy.
The experiment show that the class number obtained by the GSOCA algorithm often more than the samples itself contained, and in terms of execution time, the K-means algorithm is more efficient for large datasets. For this reason, we propose hybrid the GSOCA with the K-means algorithm for clustering analysis. In the hybrid algorithm, the algorithm includes two modules, the GSOCA module and the K-means module. In the initial stage, the GSOCA module is executed for a short period for automatic clustering, forming spherical or close to spherical shape data clusters. The result from the GSOCA module is used as the initial seed of the K-means module. The K-means algorithm will be applied for refining and generating the final result. The hybrid algorithm can be summarized as:
(1) Start the GSOCA clustering process until the maximum number of iterations is exceeded; (2) Inherit clustering result from GSOCA as the initial seed of the K-means module; (3) Start K-means process until a stop criterion is met. In addition, in order to avoid the k-means algorithm randomly initial cluster centers may lead to a local minimum and reduced the processing time. In the hybrid algorithm, we selected the cluster center 
Experimental Results
In this section, we test on three different cluster datasets to verify the algorithm proposed in this paper is feasible and effective. The algorithm is coded in Matlab 7.6, and run on CPU T4400 2.20GHZ with 2048 MB memory capacity.
Test data
Artificial data 1: This is a 2-dimensional problem with 4 unique classes. A total of 600 patterns were drawn from four independent bivariate normal distributions: Figure 1 .
Artificial data 2: This is a 3-dimensional problem with 5 classes, each class contains 50 patterns, were tested in the literature [9] . The problem is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Iris: The iris data set is one of the most popular data sets to examine the performance of novel methods in pattern recognition and machine learning. There are three categories in the data set, each Table 2 summarizes the accuracy of artificial data 2 (AN2) and Iris tested on different algorithms. New1 and New2 represent two algorithm proposed in literature [9] . The parameters setting for artificial data 2 as follows:
, the iteration of the GSOCA is 20, if the centroids change less than 0.1, the k-means algorithm stop. The parameters setting for Iris is:
,the iteration of the GSOCA is 30, if the centroids change less than 0.1, the k-means algorithm stop. Observer the Table 2 , it is observed that the hybrid GSOCA with K-means algorithm (GSOCA+KM) was proposed in section 5 perform better than other algorithm. In artificial data 2 experiment, the accuracy of the hybrid algorithm is 100%,higher than the Kmeans,PSO,New1 and New2 are 24.76%,30.04%,16.68% and 19.62%,respectively. In Iris experiment, the accuracy of the hybrid algorithm is 96%, also perform better than other algorithm. These experimental results show that the GSO algorithm is quite suitable for application to clustering analysis. 
Conclusions
This paper investigated the application of the GSO to cluster analysis, two novel clustering algorithms based on the GSO are proposed. In the experiment, based on the GSO clustering algorithm perform better clustering results than other algorithm in the literature, the experiments shows that based on the GSO clustering techniques have much potential.
